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IIANY high fidelity amplifier circuils
lUl have been made available in the
lll 1o* and medium power brackets.
Ifowever, there has been very little
activity in development and public dis-
semination of high powered amplifler
eircuits in the powel: range over 50
watts.

There are many applications in
which high powered, high fldelity am-
plifier capabilities are desirable or
even mandatory. In addition to non-
sound reproducing functions in labora-
tory and industrial applications, high
powered audio units find application
in recording work, in auditorium and
amphitheater work, and in systems
where power is divided over many dif-
ferent speakers in different rooms or
areas, There is also a school of
thought which believes that high
power is required in home high fldelity
installations for the ultimate in realis-
tic reproduction.

The necessity for high power in
home use has been doubted by some
authorities, but its proponents have
several valid arguments which must
be given some weight. They claim
that high power is required for proper
reproduction of musical transients
since transient waveforms require
more power than the sine waves which
are used as the basis for conventional
amplifier ratings. For example, repro-
duction of a square wave of given am-
plitude requires ttt:ice t}re power of a
sine wave of the same amplitude.

Another cogent argument for high
power is that amplifiers have to work
into loudspeaker loads of widely vary-
ing impedance. At the bass resonant
frequency a loudspeaker might show an
impedance of many times the nominal
value. No amplifier can deliver its
rated undistorted power into a load
which represents such a severe mis-
match. A wide reserve of Power ca-
pability is thus required to maintain
high fidelity operation under normal
listening conditions. The argument,
which always is used as a "clincher"
for high power, claims that like a high
powered car, a high Powered amPli-
fier is smoother at all levels because
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Over.all view ol the 60-wctt "Ultra-Linear"
amplilier. An Acrosound TO-330 trcnE-
Iormer is used cs the output trqnslormer unit"

C onst r uctio n details o n o. co mme r cially - de sig ned, hig h- pow e r

amplifier for the serious audiophile. /t uses four KT66's.

it operates at only a fraction of its
potentialities and is rarely pushed to
the limit.

On the other hand, many experi-
ments have been made to demonstrate
that only a few watts are needed in
home installations. This is generally
done by measuring th.e auerage power
used in a specific installation and al-
lowing for an estimated ratio of peak
to average power. This type of test
indicates t}re customary listening level
at a speciflc audio installation. It does
not actually indicate how much power
would be required to simulate the
realistic auditory loudness of live
music. Few people are interested in
reproducing the full acoustic power of
an orchestra in their living rooms.
I{owever, many want to have the same
sound pressure at their ears that they
would get in the concert hall. Any-
body who has listened to a full scale
symphonic orchestra, or even a large
dance band, is immediately aware that
it takes tremendous power to dupli-
cate the same sound intensity even in
a smaller room where power require-
ments are far below those of the con-
cert hall.

If the goal of high fidelity is "con-
cert hail realism in the home" as many
people agree, then a lot of power is re-
quired. Estimates of requirements run
extremely high. One published flgure '.
calls for 100 watts of clean power. In
contrast, estimates based on average
usage generally run about 10 watts.
Superficially, this divergence of opinion
looks extreme. However, the range of
10 to 100 watts is only 10 decibels wide

-approximateiy 10 audible steps of dif-
fererice. The extremes are not as far
apart as it appears on the surface, and
it is probable that an intermediate
rating will serve the needs of the most
critical home installations. Ifowever,
it is difficult to achieve intermediate
power levels of 50 watts or more using
conventional parts and conventional
circuitry.

Approaches fo High Power
There are many designs available for

powers up to about 25 watts. When
this point is passed, ordinary operat-
ing conditions and circuits are not di-
rectly applicable. When it is desirecl
to exceed 50 watts of clean power and
still preserve high quality, the prob-
lems of design are rather acute. There
are several possible approaches which
warrant consideration :

1. Closs B (overbiased operation)
provides high efficiency and delivers
high power at low operating cost. How-
ever, overbiased operation causes ex-
cessive distortion at lower levels even
though high level distortion can be
made relatively low. A Class B ampli-
fier with 1 per-cent distortion at 50
watts may have Yz per-cent at l watt-
an excessive amount for high fidelity
standards. Class B amplifiers also
have inherently poor regulation, and
careful attention must be paid to the
design of power and bias voltage sup-
plies or peaks of operation will shift
voltages and operating conditions caus-
ing transient distortion.

2. Class ^48, operation provides high
power by driving the output stage into
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the grid current region. The driving
stage must be able to deliver power at
low distortion into the output grids.
These grids present a low impedance
when they are driven positive, ancl dis-
tortion is created in the driving stage
unless transformer eoupling or other
involved and expensive circuitry is uti-
lized. This mode of operation also has
poor inherent regulation as the Class
B stage with consequent problems of
power supply design. Lastly, it utilizes
a lowered plate to plate impedance to
get higher output, and this creates
high distortion at low levels similar
to what happens with a Class B stage.

3. Hi,gh uol,tage transmitttng tubes
can be used for high power output.
However, the associated voltages are
in the lethal range of 1000 volts or
over, which is definitely undesirable.
fn addition, the tubes and necessarv
power supply make.the amplifler quitl
costly.

4. There are "hot" tubes on the
market such as lhe RCA 6146 (and '
tl:.e Tung-Sol,6550 which will be avail-
able shortly) which can provide high
power at reasonable supply voltages.
Experiments with these tubes for high
fidelity circuits are being carried out,
and results will be made available
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eventually. Present efforts have not
surmounted all the problems of using
these tubes in reasonably-priced, effi-
cient circuitry.

5. Parallel operation of tubes is rela-
tively inefficient and requires careful
design to avoid parasitic oscillations.
However, there ean hardly be a better
way of getting high power than by
taking a stage of desirable character-
istics and paralleling it with another
stage. Williamson mentions using suf-
ficient pairs of output tubes in his
famous circuit to achieve 70 watts of
output. The inefficiency of this ar-
rangement renders it rather impracti-
cal; but if the basic stage is efficient
and can do better than 25 watts, par-
allel operation with two pairs of tubes
will produce the desired output power
and will still be practical.

Circuii Considerations
Consideration of the various alterna-

tives for getting high power and high
fidelity simultaneously points to the
paralleled stage as being the simplest
and most foolproof and bug free. It is
not efficient, but this means merely
that a slightly higher drain is put on
the electric meter than would exist
r,vith Class B or Class AB: operation.

Efficiency is of minor importance un-
less portable operation is :required
where power is costly.

The choice of type of output stage
to parallel is restricted. There are no
triode stages with conventional receiv-
ing tubes which provide sufficient out-
put, Tetrode stages have excessive low
level distortion, are very sensitive to
impedance mismatch and, therefore,
are subject to nonlinearity using
speaker loads since these have a re-
active component and an impedance
which varieS with frequency. The
choices left are the Ultra-Linear stage
or the tetrode with local feedback such
as is achieved with a cathode winding
on the output transformer. This latter
circuit has had a recent revival of pop-
ularity after favorable comment by
Williamson.

Obviously, the use of local feedback
will improve the characteristics of the
output stage and seems to be an at-
tractive arrangement. However, there
is a penalty attached to the use of
feedback. Sensitivity is reduced in
proportion to the amount of feed-
back. This puts a severe limitation on
the use of feedback over an output
stage alone. fn the circuitry under con-
sideration, the driver stage must sup-
ply about 30 volts r.m.s. to each output
grid. If 6 db of local feedback is used
on the output stage, the driving re-
quirement is 60 volts r.m.s., or about
88 volts peak, for each grid. This
brings the driver stage to the point
where its distortion becomes signifi-
cant.

Good design calls for integrated per-
formance of an amplifier, and the driv-
er and output stage must be con-
sidered as a unit. On this basis, a
conventional type of -EC coupled driv-
er combined with an Ultra-Linear out-
put stage will give less distortion than
the same driver and a tetrode stage
with cathode feedback. Therefore,
Ultra-Linear opeiation has been select-
ed for the paralleled output stage.
The justiflcation of this choice is
shown by the extremely low distortion
characteristics of the push-pull paral-
iel amplifler.

Experience with paralleleil output
tubes has indicated that some parasitic
oscillation is probable unless "stop-
pers" are used for partial isolation of
paralleled elements. The present de-
sign, therefore, uses grid stoppers of
1000 ohms each and plate stoppers of
27 ohms each. These eliminate the
usual difficulties encountered when
tubes are paralleled.

The four tube output stage requires
the same signal drive at the grids as is
needed in a two tube circuit. There-
fore, a push-pull driver stage similar
to that of the Williamson circuit will
handle the drive requirements ade-
quately and with low distortion. This,
in turn, can be preceded by any high
quality phase inverter. Again the WiI-
Iiamson arrangement of voltage ampli-
fler directly coupled to the cathodyne
inverter is satisfactory.

The basic tube alignment described
must be powered by a fairly heavy

RI-IO,OOO ohm, 1/2 r,. res.
R-I megohm, 12 w. res.
R*47,O0O ohm, 7 y. res.
Rt-33,ooo ohm, 7 w. tes-
Rs, Rn-470 ohm, 12 *. res.
Ra, Ry-22,0OO ohm, 1 t. res. (matched pait)
R*72,O0O ohm, 12 w. rcs.
Rr22,000 ohm,7 w. res.
Rn, RI-470,OO0 ohm, /2 w. tes.
Ru, Ru,-22O ohm, 12 w. tes,
Rt, Rrc-47,OOO ohm,2 w. rcs. (matched pair)
Ru, Rg-1OO,OO0 ohm, /2 w. tes.
Rn, Reo, Rpp, Ru-IO}O ohm, /2 w. rcs.
Ret-25O0 ohm,5 w. *irepound res.
Ra*750 ohm, 20 y. pirewound. res.
Rea, Reo, Ree, Ree-27 ohu, 1/2 w. res.
Rzz-700 ohm wirewound pot.

C4 Cs-2O pld.,450 v. elec. eapacitor.
Cp-30 pfd.,450 v. elec. capacitor.
Ca-82 pptd. nica cdpacitot.
Cs, Ca, Ct, Ca-.25 pJd., 4O0 v. capacitor.
Cs-250 pld.,5O v. elec. capacitot.
Cn, Cu-l6 pld., 600 t. elec. capacitor.
TtPoyer trans.,4O0-0-4OO y. @ jOO ma.,

5 t. @ 4 dmps.,6.3 ,. @ 7 dtnps. (Thoilot.
son No.22Ri5 can be used),

Tp-Ourput trans., (Acro Sound TO-33O).
CH-Filtet choke, 4 hy., 25O ma., 60 ohms.

(Staneor No, C1412 can be used).
J1-$.p.s.1. toggle switch.
F t-Line tuse, 5 amrs.
VL Y2-6SN7GT tube.
Ys, Tu Yd, V6-KT66 tube,
Yt Y+-5Y4G tube.

Complete schematic dicgrcm ol the Acro-designed 60.wcil ,'Ultrc-Lineor,, cmplilier,
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'power supply. The use of four output
tubes dotbles the normal current con-
sumption of the Ultra-Linear output
stage, and the B* requirement is
about 250 ma. To exceed 50 watts of'clean output, the B* voltage should
be in excess of 425 volts. A 300 ma.
transformer of 400 volt rating, along
with two 5V4G's paralleled, and ca-
pacitor input can supply the amplifler
with the desired requirements. There
is no need for choke input or other
means of improving power supply reg-
ulation because the amplifier has good
inherent regulation with practically no
change in current drain as the output
level is varied. This good regulation is
a very desirable characteristic of the
amplifler as it obviates the possibility
of transient distortion caused by mo-
mentary changes in tube operating
conditions. It makes the use of cathode
bias practical, just as with Class A tri-
ode stages, since the constancy of
cathode current in the output tubes
maintains a corresponding constancy
of bias, with a fixed drop across the
cathode resistor.

The final element in the design of
the amplifier, and a very important
element, is the feedback circuit. In a
circuit of the quality sought, it is de-
sirable to utilize about 20 db of nega-
tive feedback in order to provide the
well known advantages of Iowered dis-
tortibn, reduced hum and noise, and
improved damping of the loudspeaker.
However, feedback must be integrated
into the design and cannot be adtlecl
haphazardly or indiscriminately with
the expectation of experiencing no dif-
ficulty. It is probable that the unin-
formed use of feedback will result in
the degraded performance of most
circuits since the feedback may not be
stable, and regeneration rather than
degeneration will be experienced. This
can cause increased distortion, hang-
over, boom, and screechy effects
caused by high frequency ringing.
Even if the amplifler is stable under
quiescent conditiohs, it is possible for
instability to occur momentarily under
some operating conditions. This tran-
sient instability is one of the factors
which makes for discrepancy between
the measured performance of an am-
plifier and its listening characteristics.
They can measure well and not sound
well.

Considerations of Feedback Stability

In any feedback amplifier, regenera-
tion will occur if the phase shift
reaches 180 degrees before the ampli-
fler gain has dropped by an amount
equal to the amount of feedback. For
example, if it is desired to use 20 db of
feedback, the 180 degree phase shift
points at high and low frequencies
should not be reached until the gain
of the amplifier without feedback has
decreased by at least 20 db. In other
words, phase shift must be kept down
until the normal roll-off of the stages
has taken effect.

A quick appreciation of the design
problems involved can be had by ob-
serving the problems of feedback de-
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sign at low frequencies. If there are
ttvo RC stages and the output trans-
former included in the feedback loop
(as is true in the Williamson type of
circuit), there are three sources of low
frequency phase shift. ff each of these
has the same time constant, the 180
degree point is reached when each of
these three sources contributes 60 de-
grees of phase shift. fn this hypotheti-
cal case, the gain has decreased 18 db
at the critical phase shift point, since
60 degrees of phase shift corresponds
to 6 db of gain reduction in a single
stage, and there are three such stages
involved. Thus 18 db is the limit to the
permissible feedback if instability is to
be avoided.

How can 20 db of feedback be run if
the amplifier goes unstable with 18
db? The answer is that the phase shift
must be reduced. This can be accom-
plished by introducing pho,se shifting
networks or by staggering t}re tirr'e
constants of the various stages so that
a given gain reduction is accompanied
by less phase shift.

The low frequency stability of the
original Williamson circuit was de-
pendent on two EC networks with
equai time constants and the output
transformer time constant. When the
inductance of the transformer made its
time constant equal to that of the
interstage netr,vorks, 20 db of feedback
could not be accomplished with the de-
sired degree of stability. Since the
transformer's time constant is variable
depending on the d.c. balance of the
output tubes, a.c. excitation level of
the output stage, variability in core
material, production quality control,
etc., there was always the possibility
of running into instability either con-
tinuously or during some intervals of

WATTS OUTPUT (EOUIVALENT SINE WAVE POWER}

Inlermodulqlion distortion vs power out-
put (40 cnd 60 cps mixed ct rqtio 4:l)

use. This is certainly an undesirable
condition which caused many William-
son ampliflers to have low freQuency
instability.

When the Ultra-Linear version of
the Williamson type circuit was de-
signed, this problem of low frequency
stability was investigated, and steps
were taken to extend the margin of
stability. This was done by staggering
the interstage .BC networks by length-
ening one of them. The same expe-
dient has proven beneflcial in the
push-pull parallel version of this cir-
cuit and has, therefore, been includecl
in the design.

The high frequency stability prob-
iem is not as simple to analyze be-
cause of the fact that the performance
of the output transformer at high fre-
quencies is more complex than that of
a simple .EC network. As a general
rule, the amount of feedback obtain-
able at high frequencies for a given
circuit is direcUy dependent on the
quality of the output transformer
u'hich must have both low and smooth
phase characteristics over a very wide
bandpass. Many criticisms leveled ai
feedback circuits made condemnations

(Conti,nued, on page 100)

AMPIIFIEB SPECIFICATIONS
POWER BATING .60 wctts cl not over I per-cent IM distortion
SENSITMTY .. ., . .1.3 volls r.m.s. for 60 wcttts oulput
FREQUENCY BESPONSE ..@ I wctl plus or minus I db; 2 sps to 200 kc.

@ 20 wqtts plus or minus I db; l0 cps to 100 kc.
@ 60 wctts plus or minus I db; 20 cps ro 20 kc.

D.EMPING FACTOR .....,16

Underchcssis view ol the 60-wqlt cmplilier. Parts ldyoul eliminctes hum problems.
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"Uhra-Linear" Amplifier
(Continued from page 47) G!

Uwhich are not the inherent faults ofthe circuits, but are due to tfru lu"ithat the optimum transformer *u. 
"oiused.

In this push-pull parallel design, cir_cuit considerations and translormer
design have been integrated to provide
a circuit of excellent stabilityis g11_
cuit in which the feedback 

-could 
be

increased by 6 db without encounter_ing instability either on resistive or
speaker load.

Ilowever, some combinations of load-
ing can lead to ringing or other tran-
sient disturbances under conditions of
high level operation. This can be pre_
vented completely by the addition of a
250 pptd. capacitor across one-half of
the output transformer primary (from
blue-white lead to red leld). The needfor. this expedient is the exception
rather than the rule.

Special circuit considerations such
as staggering at the low end and the
introduction of local current feedback
by splitting the driver stage cathodesin order to increase stabifity at high
frequencies have been incorporated'in
this design. In addition, the output
transformer was designed to have a
bandpass flat plus or minus 1 db from
10 cps to 100 kc. with a smooth phase
characteristic tailored to the phase
characteristic of the amplifier. The
transformer, the Acrosound, TO_830,
also w_as designed to provide high pow-
er at low distortion over a veiy wide
band. The transformer combinations of
bandwidth, preservation of operating
characteristics at all power levels, anl
maintenance of push-pull balance over
a very wide band all combine with the
basic circuit conflguration to give good
stability and unusually ouistanding
performance characteristics.

t

. Jhe push-pull parallel circuit pro_
vides better results than would be an_
ticipated on the basis of doubling the
output stage capabilities. Since the
TO-330 transformer is more efficient
than the lower powered unit designed
for a single pair of output tubes, riore
than twice as much power is availablefrom the push-pull parallel circuit
than from the regular push-pull ampli;fler using the same design criteiia.
Thus, it is practical to reach levels in
excess of 60 watts before the inter_
modulation distortion reaches 1 per_
cent-if four normal quality K166
tubes are used. With selected tubes,
the IM can be kept below .5 per-ceni
at 60 watts. Conventional commercial
a_dvertising of the power capability.of
the amplifier would classify it as a 65
or 70 watt amplifier with a speciflca-
tion of "peak power in excess of 100
watts,"

As with all amplifiers, a mismatch
of output impedance such as putting a
64 ohm load on the 16 ohm tap to sim-
ulate speaker behavior at the bass res-
onant frequency results in a decrease
of power capability. Ifowever, this also
results in a decrease in distortion. For
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example, under matched impedance
conditions, the IM distortion of one of
these ampliflers at 24 watts is .14 per-
cent (based on a 40 cps and 7 kc. sig-
nal mixed 4:1). With the mismatched
condition, the total power output is
reduced to less than 40 watts, but the
IM at 24 watts is .07 per-cent-a re-
duction to one-half. Such low values
of distortion exceed the capabilities of
most measuring equipment.

The amplifier passes more than 50
watts of power without visible distor-
tion on the scope at any frequency
from 20 cps to 30 kc. Frequency re-
sponse, of course, is far greater than
this power curve indicates; and be-
cause normal frequency response is
plus or minus 1 db from 2 cps to 200
kc., the square wave transmission at
any frequency from 20 cps to 20 kc. is
excellent.

The amplifier requires only 1.3 volts
to drive to full output. This makes it
practical for use with any preamplifier,
as any commercial unit can.supply the
necessary signal voltage.

The combination of attributes avail-
able in this push-pull parallel design
is unique. It offers more power, at low-
er distortion, over a wider bandpass
than can be obtained by any conven-
tional circuits.

ft is realized that measured per-
formance does not make an amplifier
sound good. Of course, poor measure-
ments generally indicate poor listening
quality; but the converse is not true.
Therefore, since measurements corre-
late imperfectly with listening quali-
ties, it is necessary to make the listen-
irag test the final and most important
test of merit. The performance of the
push-pull parallel circuit remains su-
perior on listening also.

Heavy bass passages have better
definition and sound better damped on
the push-pull parallel amplifier than
on others. This is due apparently to
more than the additional power capa-
bility alone. It seems to be also due to
the high damping factor of 16, the fact
that varying speaker impedances do
not pull the power capability down to
below a satisfactory level, and to the
fact that distortion is at as low values
as have ever been achieved outside the
laboratory.

In the middle and upper frequency
regions, the absence of intermodulation
effects and the undistorted reproduc-
tion of transient signals make for a
smoothness and clarity which is appar-
ent in less listener fatigue. After con-
tinued exposure to the quality of the
push-pull parallel circuit, it is difficult
to listen to other" circuits without be-
coming aware of their previously un-
noticed shortcomings.
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